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Introduction
This addendum to the Enhanced Serial Peripheral Interface (eSPI) Base Specification
Rev 0.75 describes an extension intended primarily to support server platforms.

1.1

References
1.
2.

329957

Enhanced Serial Peripheral Interface (eSPI) Base Specification Rev 0.75, June
2013
Serial Flash Hardening, RPMC Specification Rev 0.72, March 2013
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2

Slave Attached Flash Sharing
For server platforms, an alternate configuration for run-time flash access supported by
the eSPI protocol is to put the flash device(s) behind the BMC. All the flash accesses
by the eSPI Master are tunneled through the BMC over the eSPI protocol (Figure 2-1).
The BMC then communicates with the flash device(s) to perform the requested flash
operations and return the completion data back to the Master over the eSPI protocol.
This allows run-time flash sharing between BMC and the eSPI Master.
The Slave Attached Flash Sharing is mutually exclusive with the Master Attached Flash
Sharing for a given eSPI interface. Prior to Flash Access channel being enabled, either
the Slave Attached Flash Sharing or the Master Attached Flash Sharing is selected for
operation, but not both. The eSPI Master will have access to the flash as soon as the
Flash Access channel is enabled on the eSPI Slave side.
The support of Slave attached Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is beyond the scope of
this addendum.

Figure 2-1. Slave Attached Flash Sharing
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2.1

Slave Register
The eSPI slave register at offset 40h – Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations
register is defined in the eSPI Base Specification for the operation of the Flash Access
channel.
There are register fields defined or updated by this addendum. The definition is
backward compatible with the eSPI Base Specification where the read value of ‘0’ for
these fields previously is consistent with the default intent of these bits defined in this
addendum.
The eSPI slave advertises the flash sharing capability supported. The flash sharing
scheme in operation is indicated by the Flash Sharing Mode bit which is either a ReadOnly (RO) bit, or a Read-Write (RW) bit that configured by the eSPI master
accordingly.
Besides, a Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations 2 register is added at offset 44h.
The eSPI slave advertises the Target Maximum Read Request Size Supported, Target
Flash Erase Block Size for Master’s Regions and Target RPMC Supported in this
register.

2.1.1

Offset 40h: Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations

Table 2-1. Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations
Bit

Type

31:18

RO

Default
0

Description
Reserved.
Flash Sharing Capability Supported: This field
indicates the flash sharing capability supported by the
slave.
Bits

17:16

RO

HwInit

Slave Attached

Master Attached

Flash Sharing

Flash Sharing

Not Supported

Supported

10

Supported

Not Supported

11

Supported

Supported

00
01

15

8

RO

0

Reserved.
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Bit

Type

Default

Description
Flash Access Channel Maximum Read Request Size:
eSPI master sets the maximum read request size for the
Flash Access channel.
In the master attached flash sharing configuration, the
slave as the Requester must not generate read request
with size exceeding the set value.

14:12

RW

001b

In the slave attached flash sharing configuration, the
slave as the Target must handle read request with size as
large as the set value. The value set by the eSPI master
must never be more than the value advertised in the
Target Maximum Read Request Size Supported field.
000b: Reserved.
001b: 64 bytes max read request size.
010b: 128 bytes max read request size.
011b: 256 bytes max read request size.
100b: 512 bytes max read request size.
101b: 1024 bytes max read request size.
110b: 2048 bytes max read request size.
111b: 4096 bytes max read request size.
Flash Sharing Mode: When Flash Access channel is
enabled, this bit indicates the flash sharing scheme in
operation.
0b: Master attached flash sharing.
1b: Slave attached flash sharing.

11

RW/
RO

HwInit

If the slave supports only a single flash sharing scheme,
this bit is allowed to be implemented as a Read-Only (RO)
bit with the value indicates the supported flash sharing
scheme.
If the slave supports both flash sharing schemes, this bit
must be implemented as a Read-Write (RW) bit where
eSPI master will configure the bit accordingly to setup the
flash sharing scheme.
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Bit

Type

Default

Description
Flash Access Channel Maximum Payload Size
Selected: eSPI master sets the maximum payload size
for the Flash Access channel.
The value set by the eSPI master must never be more
than the value advertised in the Max Payload Size

10:8

RW

001b

Supported field.
000b: Reserved.
001b: 64 bytes max payload size.
010b: 128 bytes max payload size.
011b: 256 bytes max payload size.
100b – 111b: Reserved.
Flash Access Channel Maximum Payload Size
Supported: This field advertises the Maximum Payload
Size supported by the slave.

7:5

RO

HwInit

000b: Reserved.
001b: 64 bytes max payload size.
010b: 128 bytes max payload size.
011b: 256 bytes max payload size.
100b – 111b: Reserved.
Flash Block Erase Size: eSPI master sets this field to
communicate the block erase size to the slave.
This field is applicable only to master attached flash
sharing scheme.
000b: Reserved

4:2

RW

01b

001b: 4 Kbytes
010b: 64 Kbytes
011b: Both 4 Kbytes and 64 Kbytes are supported
100b: 128 Kbytes
101b: 256 Kbytes
110b – 111b: Reserved
Flash Access Channel Ready: When this bit is a ‘1’, it
indicates that the slave is ready to accept transactions on
the Flash Access channel.

1

RO

0b

eSPI master should poll this bit after the channel is
enabled before running any transaction on this channel to
the slave.
0b: Channel is not ready.
1b: Channel is ready.
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Bit

Type

Default

Description
Flash Access Channel Enable: This bit is set to ‘1’ by
eSPI master to enable the Flash Access channel.

0

RW

0b

Clearing this bit from ‘1’ to ‘0’ triggers a reset to the Flash
Access channel such as during error handling. The
channel remains disabled until this bit is set to ‘1’ again.
The channel is by default disabled after the eSPI Reset#.

2.1.2

Offset 44h: Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations 2

Table 2-2. Channel 3 Capabilities and Configurations 2
Bit

Type

31:22

RO

Default
0

Description
Reserved.
Target RPMC Supported: This field indicates the total
number of Replay Protected Monotonic Counters (RPMC)
supported by the Slave. It is a 1-based field.

21:16

RO

HwInit

0h: Slave does not support RPMC
1h: Slave supports up to 1 RPMC
2h: Slave supports up to 2 RPMC
...
3Fh: Slave supports up to 63 RPMC

329957
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Bit

Type

Default

Description
Target Flash Erase Block Size for Master’s Regions:
This field indicates the sizes of the erase commands the
master may issue. If multiple bits are set then the master
may issue an erase using any of the indicated sizes.
If multiple regions are accessible by the master, this field
advertises the common erase block sizes for these
regions.
This field is only applicable when slave attached flash
sharing scheme is selected.

15:8

RO

HwInit

Bit 0: 1 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 1: 2 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 2: 4 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 3: 8 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 4: 16 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 5: 32 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 6: 64 Kbytes EBS supported
Bit 7: 128 Kbytes EBS supported

7:3

RO

0

Reserved.
Target Maximum Read Request Size Supported:
This field indicates the maximum read request size
supported by the slave as the Target on the Flash Access
channel.
This field is only applicable when slave attached flash
sharing scheme is selected.

2:0

RO

HwInit

000b, 001b: 64 bytes max read request size.
010b: 128 bytes max read request size.
011b: 256 bytes max read request size.
100b: 512 bytes max read request size.
101b: 1024 bytes max read request size.
110b: 2048 bytes max read request size.
111b: 4096 bytes max read request size.

2.2

Command Opcodes
The Slave Attached Flash Sharing scheme uses 2 dedicated eSPI command opcodes:
PUT_FLASH_NP and GET_FLASH_C (Table 2-3).
These command opcodes are initiated utilizing the standard eSPI command phase
protocol as described in the eSPI Base Specification.
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Table 2-3. Command Opcode Encodings
CMD Opcode

Encoding[7:0]

Description

Flash Access Channel
PUT_FLASH_NP

00001010

Put a non-posted Flash Access request.
Used in Slave Attached Flash Sharing mode for the
master to issue a flash access request to the slave.
Note: It is illegal to issue a PUT_FLASH_NP unless
the slave has indicated that it is free to take the nonposted Flash Access request.

GET_FLASH_C

00001011

Get a Flash Access completion.
Used in Slave Attached Flash Sharing mode for the
slave to return a flash access completion to the
master.
Note: It is illegal to issue a GET_FLASH_C unless the
slave has indicated that it has a Flash Access
completion available to send.

2.3

Cycle Types
The following cycle types (Table 2-4) are added to the Flash Access channel to support
the slave attached flash sharing operation.
These cycle types utilize the standard Flash Access packet formats as described in the
eSPI Base Specification. The specifics of how the standard eSPI packet format maps
for the various flash access types are detailed later in this document.
The direction of cycle type is specified in the table as “Up” or “Down”. “Up” refers to
the direction from eSPI slave to eSPI master and “Down” refers to the direction from
eSPI master to eSPI slave.

Table 2-4. Cycle Types
Cycle Type

Encodings3
[7:0]

Direction

Command
Type

Channel
Type

Description

Flash Access Channel4

329957
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Cycle Type

Encodings3
[7:0]

Successful
Completion
Without
Data

00000110

Successful
Completion
With Data

00001P1P011

Direction
Up

1,2

0

Up

Up

Command
Type

Channel
Type

Completion

Flash
Access
Channel

Completion

Completion

Description
Successful Completion
Without Data.
Corresponds to Flash Write or
Flash Erase.

Flash
Access
Channel

Successful Completion With
Data.

Flash
Access
Channel

Unsuccessful Completion
Without Data.

Corresponds to Flash Read.

Unsuccessful
Completion
Without
Data

00001P1P0

Flash Read

00000000

Down

Non-Posted

Flash
Access
Channel

Read from Flash.

Flash Write

00000001

Down

Non-Posted

Flash
Access
Channel

Write to Flash.

Flash Erase

00000010

Down

Non-Posted

Flash
Access
Channel

Flash Erase instruction. Erase
part or the whole partition
owned by the corresponding
flash master.

RPMC Op.1

00000011

Down

Non-Posted

Flash
Access
Channel

Replay Protected Monotonic
Counter (RPMC) Opcode 1

RPMC Op.2

00000100

Down

Non-Posted

Flash
Access
Channel

Replay Protected Monotonic
Counter (RPMC) Opcode 2

Corresponds to Flash
accesses.

Note:
1.

The encoding P1P0 has the following definition:
Encoding
P1P0

14

Description

00

Indicates the middle completion of a split completion sequence.

01

Indicates the first completion of a split completion sequence

10

Indicates the last completion of a split completion sequence.

11

Indicates the only completion for a split transaction.

2.

For Unsuccessful Completion without Data, P1 must be always a ‘1’ as this is
always the last or the only completion.

3.

The combination of command opcode and cycle type encoding must be unique.
There is no requirement that cycle type encodings must be unique across
command opcodes.
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4.

2.4

Refer to the eSPI Base Specification for detail operation of the Flash Access
channel.

Response Modifier
The Response Modifier is a 2-bit field defined for the GET_STATUS with an ACCEPT
response only as described in the eSPI Base Specification.
When slave attached flash sharing is supported and in operation, the Response
Modifier with a value of 11b allows a Flash Access (channel 3) completion to be
appended to the response phase.

Table 2-5. Response Modifier (R1R0) for GET_STATUS
RESPONSE

Encoding

ACCEPT

Description

[7:6]

[5:4]

[3:0]

R1R01

RSV

1000

Command was successfully received
If the command was a PUT_NP, a response of
ACCEPT means that the non-posted transaction
is being completed as a “connected”
transaction.

NOTES:

1.

The Response Modifier R1R0 has the following definition:
Encoding[7:6]

Description

R1R0
00

No append.

01

A Peripheral (channel 0) completion is appended.

10

A Virtual Wire (channel 1) packet is appended.

11

A Flash Access (channel 3) completion is appended.
This is only applicable when slave attached flash
sharing is supported and in operation.

2.5

Status
Slave’s Status Register bit[9] (FLASH_NP_FREE) and bit[12] (FLASH_C_AVAIL) are
defined to support the Slave Attached Flash Sharing operation.

329957
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These bits are don’t care and ignored by the eSPI master when Flash Access channel
is not enabled, or Slave Attached Flash Sharing scheme is not in operation.
Figure 2-2. Slave’s Status Register Definition
1 1 1 1 1 1
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
5 4 3 2 1 0
R R

R R

1

1

PC_FREE: Peripheral Posted/Completion Rx Queue Free
NP_FREE: Peripheral Non-Posted Rx Queue Free
VWIRE_FREE: Virtual Wire Rx Queue Free (Always ‘1’)
OOB_FREE: OOB Posted Rx Queue Free
PC_AVAIL: Peripheral Posted/Completion Tx Queue Avail
NP_AVAIL: Peripheral Non-Posted Tx Queue Avail
VWIRE_AVAIL: Virtual Wire Tx Queue Avail
OOB_AVAIL: OOB Posted Tx Queue Avail

FLASH_NP_AVAIL: Flash Non-Posted Tx Queue Avail
FLASH_C_AVAIL: Flash Completion Tx Queue Avail

FLASH_NP_FREE: Flash Non-Posted Rx Queue Free
FLASH_C_FREE: Flash Completion Rx Queue Free (Always ‘1’)

Table 2-6. Status Field Encodings
STATUS

Bits
Position

Description

Slave’s Rx queues Free
FLASH_NP_FREE

9

When ‘1’, indicates the slave is free to accept
at least one channel 3 Flash Access non-posted
header and data up to maximum payload size.
This bit is only applicable when slave attached
flash sharing is supported and in operation.
Otherwise, the bit is a don’t care.

Slave’s Tx queues Available
FLASH_C_AVAIL

12

When ‘1’, indicates the slave has a channel 3
Flash Access completion header and data up to
maximum payload size available to send.
This bit is only applicable when slave attached
flash sharing is supported and in operation.
Otherwise, the bit is a don’t care.

2.6

Slave Attached Flash Sharing Operation
The eSPI Flash Access Channel in this scheme defines a set of Standard flash
commands. These commands reflect typical accesses supported by most flash devices.
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In addition, up to 16 Platform-Specific flash commands maybe defined for specific
flash devices. Platform-Specific commands will be published in a separate
Compatibility Specification for a given platform outside the scope of the eSPI
specification. Table 2-7 lists the Flash Operations that are supported in Master and
Slave Attached flash configurations over the eSPI protocol.
For all the Standard and Platform-Specific commands, the flash device owner is
responsible for handling the differences between the different flash vendors and low
level flash access operations, making them transparent to the eSPI Master.
The flash device owner is also responsible for managing the various flash access
parameters, including, but not limited to flash Single/Dual/Quad IO mode for
Opcode/Address/Data phases, flash Mode cycles, flash addressing mode (24-bit vs.
32-bit), flash Wait cycles (bus turnaround time), flash command sequencing (e.g.,
Write Enable prior to a Write), flash Suspend/Resume (to manage QoS).
The Address and Length fields ({Length1[3:0], Length0[7:0]}) of the standard eSPI
packet format will have the definitions as specified in Table 2-7. The Length field will
specify the length of the write data to the flash device or requested size of the read
data from the flash device (as described in the eSPI Base Specification). The only
exception will be for the flash erase block sizes, where the length encodings are as
listed in Table 2-7.
The eSPI Master will specify the address for all flash accesses in 32-bit format (4
bytes). The BMC is responsible for determining whether the flash device supports 24bit or 32-bit addressing and driving the appropriate address length to the flash device.
For cases where the flash device supports or is programmed for 24-bit access, or the
requested flash operation does not support 32 bit addresses, the BMC will ignore the
most significant byte (Byte 3) of the address in the eSPI packet transmitted by the
eSPI Master for its flash operation.
All eSPI Master accesses to the flash will specify the physical address to the device
based on the allocated flash regions. The exact method of region allocation is platform
specific and outside the scope of the eSPI specification.

Table 2-7. eSPI Flash Access Channel Packet Format for Master and Slave Attached
Flash Configurations
Cycle
Type
[7:0]
00h

Flash
Command
Type
Standard

Flash
Operation

Read

Address
Size

4B

Length
[11:0] (3)

Slave Attached
Flash Supported

Master Attached
Flash Supported

≤ Max Read

Yes

Yes

Request
Size

329957
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01h

Standard

Write

4B

≤ Max

Yes (1)

Yes (1)

Yes (1)

Yes (1)

Yes (2)

No

Yes

No

Command Specific

Command Specific

Command Specific

Command Specific

Payload Size
02h

Standard

Erase

4B

0h: 4 KB
1h: 32 KB
2h: 64 KB
3h – FFFh:
Reserved

03h

Standard

RPMC Op.1

N/A

≤ Max
Payload Size

04h

Standard

RPMC Op.2

N/A

≤ Max Read
Request
Size

05h, 07h,
09h – 2Fh
30h – 3Fh

Standard

PlatformSpecific

1.
2.

3.

Reserved

Reserved

Command

Command

Specific

Specific

Command

Command

Specific

Specific

The device that owns the flash is responsible for performing the Write Enable prior and the Read Status polling
after the Write/Erase operation. The eSPI completion response for a flash Write/Erase operation will indicate
the result after the Read Status polling has completed.
The device that owns the flash is responsible for performing the Read Status polling atomically after the RPMC
Op.1 operation (i.e. no other flash operations can be performed between the RPMC Op.1 and until the Read
Status polling has completed). The eSPI completion response for a flash RPMC Op.1 operation will indicate the
result after the Read Status polling has completed.
In slave attached flash sharing configuration, the Max Read Request Size must never be more than the value
advertised by the slave in the Target Maximum Read Request Size Supported field. The length field with a
value of ‘0’ indicates 4KB of length.

All the flash operations from eSPI Master are non-posted transactions. Each of the
transactions will have a corresponding completion which indicates the status of the
requested operation, together with data if the cycle is a flash access that returns data
from the flash. The status of the completion will be conveyed back to the eSPI Master.
The BMC shall opportunistically exercise flash Suspend/Resume capability to speed up
low latency commands such as reads by interleaving them within high latency
operations such as writes and erases when the address ranges are non-overlapping.
The BMC is required to maintain a separate queue for flash access commands from
eSPI Master to potentially improve the QoS for the flash access operations. The
recommended queue depth will be specified separately in the Compatibility
Specification for a given platform (typically a 2 to 4 deep queue will suffice). When the
eSPI Master issues a flash access command, the Slave (BMC) will return its status for
18
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FLASH_NP_FREE as True unless its corresponding queue is full. This will allow the eSPI
Master to issue multiple outstanding flash operations into the queue.
An example of the flash access command queue within a BMC is shown in Table 2-8.
Table 2-8. Example eSPI Slave Attached Flash Access Command Sequence
Command #

Flash Access Command from eSPI Master

4

Write

3

RPMC Op.1

2

Read 4 B, Address A2

1

Erase 64 KB, Address A1

Since commands #1 and #2 do not overlap in the flash, the BMC can schedule them
to the flash as it deems best for improving the eSPI Master’s flash access QoS. For
example, if command #2 is received soon after command #1 has been issued to the
flash, the BMC can choose to put the Flash in Suspend/Resume to interrupt the Erase
64 KB command and service the Read 4 B read command. For the RPMC Op.1
command (#3), the BMC must issue and complete the subsequent Read Status polling
atomically before allowing any other flash operations (from the Master or the BMC) to
be issued to the flash. Similarly for the Write, the BMC must first issue a Write Enable
to the flash device, complete the Write and the subsequent Read Status polling before
sending the completion back to the Master.
Flash Access Channel Maximum Read Request Size parameter in the Channel
Capability and Configuration register is defined to allow the eSPI Master to limit the
Flash Read request.
Similarly, Flash Access Channel Maximum Payload Size parameter in the Channel
Capability and Configuration register is defined to allow the eSPI Master to limit the
Flash Write data payload size.
If the flash access command from eSPI master is not supported due to invalid
addressing mode (32-bit versus 24/26-bit addressing), unsupported command,
unsupported block erase size or any other reasons, the eSPI Slave (BMC) is
responsible for the error detection and handling as described in the eSPI Base
Specification.
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